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Abstract: Hybrid Construction Machinery (HCM), known as an effective and crucial solution for
the issues of environment pollution and energy shortage, has aroused increasing attention from
manufacturers and researchers. A suitable energy management strategy is the vital technology to
determine the energy saving and emission reduction performance of HCM. In the present paper,
the difference between construction machinery and automobiles is first analyzed from the perspective
of configuration, and the energy-based HCM configuration classification method is introduced and
analyzed. Second, the development of HCM energy management strategy is reviewed along with
relevant references, and the HCM energy management strategies are classified and summarized.
In the meantime, the characteristics of each strategy are compared and analyzed, and the application
of HCM energy management strategy is analyzed based on the relevant research results. Lastly,
the state, challenges facing and the trend of HCM energy management strategy are analyzed on the
levels of theory, manufacturer and market. According to the analysis, though progress has been
achieved in energy management technology of HCM driven by market and policy, many challenges
and problems remain in the electrification and intellectualization of HCM and the testing, application
and improvement of the strategy. The contribution of this paper can be identified in three points:
First, it can be referenced to solve relevant engineering problems. Second, it lays the foundation for
the proposal of new ideas. Third, it highlights the state-of-the-art trends and avoids what has already
been done.

Keywords: hybrid powered system; construction machinery; energy management; control strategy

1. Introduction

Originally conceived by the automobile industry, hybrid power technologies have become
increasingly mature through decades of development. In the field of construction machinery,
hybrid power technology is considered an important candidate to address the issues of high energy
consumption and high emission. According to the development of hybrid construction machinery
(HCM) in Figure 1 [1], the research of HCM had a relatively late start. With the introduction of hybrid
technology from the automotive field and a large number of researchers that have devoted themselves
to related research, HCM has developed rapidly over the past decade.
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Figure 1. Development history of HCM (hybrid loaders and excavators) [1]. 

A few reviews have been published about HCM systems, which can be summarized as follows. 

In [2], the differences between construction machinery and automobiles in working mode, key 

components and actuators were highlighted, and the HCM prototypes developed by the world’s 

major manufacturers before 2010 were reviewed. The classification and structural characteristics of 

energy storage systems were introduced in [3]. Based on the above works, hybrid electric excavator, 

loader, forklift, bulldozer and crane systems were introduced in [4]. The existing review papers have 

mostly analyzed and compared the structural characteristics of HCM systems and subsystems. In 

addition, there has been no systematical and comprehensive overview of energy management 

strategies in HCM hybrid technology. 

Compared with common automobiles, construction machinery is characterized by lower travel 

speed, more obvious periodicity, higher amplitude and load change rate, more complex systems and 

structures, as well as more frequent start-stop operations [1,2], as listed in Table 1.  
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Besides, the duty cycle (defined as the proportion of high load status to total period) of actuators 

is low (e.g. under typical operation cycle, the duty cycle of a wheel loader is only about 60%, and the 

remaining time is in a low load or non-load state [4]). A large number of actuators participate in the 

operation process, making the working conditions, systems and structures of construction machinery 

more complex than those of automobiles. Besides, there are many differences between different 
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A few reviews have been published about HCM systems, which can be summarized as
follows. In [2], the differences between construction machinery and automobiles in working mode,
key components and actuators were highlighted, and the HCM prototypes developed by the world’s
major manufacturers before 2010 were reviewed. The classification and structural characteristics of
energy storage systems were introduced in [3]. Based on the above works, hybrid electric excavator,
loader, forklift, bulldozer and crane systems were introduced in [4]. The existing review papers have
mostly analyzed and compared the structural characteristics of HCM systems and subsystems. In
addition, there has been no systematical and comprehensive overview of energy management strategies
in HCM hybrid technology.

Compared with common automobiles, construction machinery is characterized by lower travel
speed, more obvious periodicity, higher amplitude and load change rate, more complex systems and
structures, as well as more frequent start-stop operations [1,2], as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Difference betweem construction machinery and automobile [1,2].

Characteristic Construction Machinery Automobile

Travel speed Low High

Periodicity
√

×

Load Changes sharply and frequently Changes smoothly

Weight There may be huge differences
between products or models The difference is relatively small.

System

Mechanical system;
Hydraulic system;
Electrical system;
Control system.

Mechanical system;
Electrical system;
Control system.

Structure Complex
(Existence of different actuators)

Simple
(No actuator)

Start-stop
Very frequent

(Including travel device and
actuator)

Not so frequent

Fuel consumption and emission High Low

Besides, the duty cycle (defined as the proportion of high load status to total period) of actuators
is low (e.g., under typical operation cycle, the duty cycle of a wheel loader is only about 60%, and
the remaining time is in a low load or non-load state [4]). A large number of actuators participate
in the operation process, making the working conditions, systems and structures of construction
machinery more complex than those of automobiles. Besides, there are many differences between
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different construction machineries, further increasing the complexity of the problem. Accordingly, the
characteristics of construction machinery should be fully captured and hybrid power systems suitable
for construction machinery should be developed.

In this paper, the configuration of HCM is first classified and analyzed according to the system
characteristics. On that basis, the research and application of energy management strategies of
HCM are qualitatively analyzed through classification and comparison to reveal the principles and
characteristics of each strategy. Finally, the development status, trends and future challenges of
HCM energy management strategy are studied from the theoretical perspective and on manufacturer
(market) level.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the classification method of HCM
is introduced. In Section 3, the hybrid power energy management strategies used in the field of
construction machinery are classified and compared. In Section 4, the development and trend of
HCM energy management strategies from different perspectives of researchers and manufacturers are
discussed and analyzed. In Section 5, the conclusions of this paper are drawn.

2. Configuration of HCM

HCM, as a composite system, integrates knowledge about machinery, electricity, heat, liquids
and chemistry. During its operation, complicated power flow, energy flow and information flow are
generated, transmitted and transformed. Configuration is the basis of hybrid power system design,
determining the development and selection of energy management strategy. Thus, it is necessary to
differentiate the configuration of hybrid power systems in a reasonable manner before studying the
energy management strategy for HCMs.

According to the structure, the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) transmission system is split into
series, parallel and series-parallel (power split). Due to the existence hydraulic actuators in HCM, the
system configuration topology is a two-dimensional matrix, consisting of drive train and hydraulics, as
shown in Figure 2. However, in a HCM system, this two-dimensional configuration expression is not
only cumbersome, but also lacks any description of the energy characteristics of the system. Besides,
it is not clearly expressed because of the lack of description of the energy characteristics of HCM
system. Accordingly, applying the classification concepts of HEVs directly to HCMs may complicate
the accurate expression of the configuration.

To deal with the classification problem of HCMs, according to the type of hybrid power-energy
source, they are classified into three types, including Diesel-hydraulic hybrid (DHH), Diesel-electric
hybrid (DEH) and fuel cell hybrid (FCH). This classification method reflects the ways and characteristics
of energy conversion, storage and utilization in each HCM system. In a HCM system, the energy
generating device covers ICE and fuel cell, and the energy storage system (ESS) primarily includes
storage batteries, super capacitors and hydraulic accumulators. The performance characteristics of
energy storage devices (as shown in Figure 3) lay a solid basis for HCM to formulate energy management
strategy constraints. Thus, the combination of energy-based and structure-based classification in
Table 2 can help to achieve a more accurate and reasonable description of HCM system configuration.
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Figure 2. Combination matrix of hybrid topologies [5]. 
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Table 2. Combination of energy-based and structure-based classification [6–8].
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2.1. Diesel-Electric Hybrid

According to the definition of the International Electrotechnical Commission, a HEV is a vehicle
with two or more forms of energy reserves, one of which can be converted into electric energy [10].
Like HEVs, DEH adopts a battery or ultracapacitor as ESS [6]. The use of fossil energy is reduced in
DEH by combining hydraulic energy and electric energy during operation. The DEH structure consists
of ICE, generator, battery /ultracapacitor, motor and hydraulic actuator. Under this structure, the ICE
converts the energy of diesel oil and charges the ESS [11].

In the recent decades, the continuous development of HEV technology has stimulated the use of
DEH in HCM. The hybrid excavator has been outfitted with the capacitor to balance the fluctuation
of the power required by the hydraulic system and to store the regenerative energy of the hydraulic
motor-generator and the swing motor [12]. However, due to the low capacity, capacitors cannot easily
satisfy the requirements of HCM systems. Referencing the design idea of HEV [13], the series and
parallel topologies of DEH are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively [14,15].Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 25 
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In [15], by combining test and simulation, the performance of excavator in series, parallel and
conventional structures is compared, in which the series structure adopts Figure 4d and the parallel one
follows Figure 5d. The comparison results of [15] reveal that the ICE in series structure performs better
under heavy load mode, because ICE is not coupled with actuators or affected by load fluctuation.
Furthermore, if the economy is further considered, the current in the series structure changes more
dramatically than in the parallel one, which negatively affects battery life and increases maintenance
costs. It is considered that parallel structure is more applicable to hybrid excavators. Accordingly, the
structure of Figure 5d is presented in relevant studies [16,17].

However, the impact of the frequent changes in HCM load on battery-based ESS may be greater
than expected. For instance, it only takes 2–3 sec. for the excavator boom to descend, during which the
electrochemical reaction process of the battery is slow (typical response time ranges are 2–3 s [18]),
and the high power charging is difficult [3]. Thus, frequent high-power and fast impulse/discharge of
energy is a problem to be solved for battery as ESS in HCM. Compared with batteries, ultracapacitors
possess the characteristics of fast response (with a response time of milliseconds [19]), higher power
density and better temperature adaptation [20]. Ultracapacitors are more efficient than batteries because
there is no chemical reaction during energy storage. The progress of the preparation technology of
mesoporous materials improves the performance of ultracapacitor [21] and promote the structures in
Figures 4b and 5c applied in engineering [22,23].

In view of the problem of low energy density and high cost of ultracapacitors, a scheme combining
battery and ultracapacitor was proposed [24,25], in which the battery and ultracapacitor were connected
in parallel on DC bus like in Figure 4a. The energy allocation of the system by thw ultracapacitor can
decrease the battery cycle and power ramp rates, thus improving the comprehensive performance
of ESS, but in this case, the limitation of voltage change from battery affects the energy recovery of
the ultracapacitor. Hredzak [26] et al. adopted two bidirectional DC/DC converters. Ultracapacitor
and battery can be charged and discharged independently, enhancing the flexibility of the energy
management control strategy. The ultracapacitor is regarded as an energy buffer to ensure stable
battery charging and discharging [27]. The combination of ultracapacitor and battery is complementary
and reduces the capacity requirement of the ultracapacitor, thereby reducing the cost. Nevertheless,
some problems remain regarding installation space and weight, and the addition of different energy
storage devices may increase the difficulty of energy management.

In the design of ESS for DEM, several aspects (e.g., capacity design, charging and discharging
power and voltage design) should be considered. Given the corresponding characteristics of ESS, the
total capacity should match the requirements of continuous charging and discharging. Besides, the
system voltage should be matched with the motor and transformer used. The maximum charging and
discharging power required can be obtained from the power spectrum analysis of working conditions
and ensured when designing the charging and discharging current of battery packs or ultracapacitor.
Then, according to the requirements of capacity and charging and discharging current, the battery or
ultracapacitor can be selected reasonably.

2.2. Diesel-Hydraulic Hybrid

Considerable electric power and electronic equipment have been added to DEH systems, increasing
the difficulty and cost of system transformation. In engineering applications, DHH systems were used
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in the initial stage of technology introduction. The difference between DHH and DEH lies in the types
of ESS and energy flow, i.e., hydraulic system, hydraulic pump/motor and hydraulic accumulator act
as auxiliary power source components. As a type of hydraulic energy storage device, an accumulator is
also used as the hydraulic counterbalance of the boom to balance the gravity of the working device [28].
In DHH systems, hydraulic energy can be converted into mechanical energy through a hydraulic
pump/motor and couple with the energy output from the ICE to form a "torque coupling structure”
(TCS) similar to a parallel DEH [29], as shown in Figure 6. On the other hand, the hydraulic energy
between accumulator and main pump can also be coupled directly, which is termed as a "flow coupling
structure” (FCS) [30], as shown in Figure 7.
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In the design of DHH, to meet the design requirements of the system, additional accumulators
were added in the DHH system, and different effects were generated. A TCS system with double
accumulators was applied in [31] and [32], as shown in Figure 8. High-pressure (HP) accumulator
was used to recover and store excess energy of ICE, braking energy of rotary motor and energy
recovered from the cylinder circuit, which could generate the torque for the system through a hydraulic
pump/motor working in the motor mode coupled with the engine or provide oil for the rotary motor in
the form of flow coupling when the rotary motor starts. The additional low-pressure (LP) accumulator
was not used for energy storage but rather used as a low pressure flow source to achieve the balance of
the flow of each cylinder. The simulation results suggest that the system can save up to 27% of the fuel
consumption compared with the non-hybrid system. In [30], a FCS system with two accumulators was
introduced, as shown in Figure 9. The two accumulators were used to recover the potential energy
of the boom and the rotating braking energy, respectively, and the flow can be shared between the
accumulators to maintain the ideal state of charge (SOC) and maximize the energy recovery. For
instance, when the pressure of the boom potential energy recovery accumulator is too large, the excess
oil recovered can be transferred to the rotary brake energy recovery accumulator. When the revolutions
start and the boom rises, the accumulators will release the stored oil to the outlet of the hydraulic
pump, which attempts to supplement the power required in the instantaneous start-up and reduce
the power demand of the hydraulic pump for energy saving. The energy-saving effect of the system
could increase to 10.1% with appropriate flow distribution control strategy. In other designs, excessive
throttling of FCS hydraulic system was avoided, and throttling loss was reduced by introducing a new
valve configuration with two pressure levels of accumulator, medium pressure (MP) and high pressure
(HP) [33].
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In addition to multi-accumulator systems, a hydraulic/electric synergy system composed of
accumulators and batteries was proposed [34,35]. As the boom of an excavator descends, the starting
and stopping state of the engine depends on the pressure in the accumulator and does not affected by
the boom. In this process, the accumulator limits the operating point of the ICE to an efficient field,
allowing the system to apply lower power engines and motors. Furthermore, the impact of energy
flow is absorbed by accumulator, decreasing the change rate and the amplitude of charging current.
The time to regenerate energy is significantly increased from 2 sec. to 20 sec. Compared with DEH, the
hydraulic/electric synergy system further reduces the cost.

Compared with DEH, DHH technology involves less energy conversion behavior, reducing the
energy losses of the system. Besides, the hydraulic/electric synergy system can further reduce the cost.
Moreover, in the trend of technology upgrading and stricter emission standards [36], FCS, because
of its low cost of system modification, has promising applications in remanufacturing. The coupling
condition of accumulator and the major hydraulic pump in FCS is that the former pressure is greater
than the latter’s outlet pressure, limiting the reuse of energy.
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2.3. Fuel Cell Hybrid

As one of the alternatives to ICE in the future, the application of fuel cells in engineering machinery
is also being developed [36,37], during which the characteristics of fuel cell should be considered. Take
the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) as an example, in which the pressure and humidity
should be controlled using the corresponding devices. The dynamic response of PEMFC is slow due to
the limitation of the reaction speed of the devices. In the case of abrupt load change, the response delay
will cause the output voltage and current of fuel cell to not change rapidly with the energy demand of
the system. Accordingly, it is necessary to consider the system response delay in the application of fuel
cell technology.

One of the effective ways to solve the mentioned problems is to compensate the response lag of
fuel cell system by exploiting the high responsiveness of ESS, which is termed a fuel cell hybrid (FCH)
system. In [38], the topological system for a FCH was given, as shown in Figure 10, and its structure is
more concise than that of diesel hybrid power system. The power of conventional ICEs in construction
machinery was replaced by the power of fuel cells and ESS. Due to the fact the working point of a fuel
cell varies with the capacity of the fuel cell and ESS, the capacity of the fuel cell and ESS should be
allocated in a reasonable manner with the power demand is met. In [39], a strategy of optimal capacity
allocation for FCH excavators based on dynamic programming was proposed. The simulation results
show that as the number of cells increases, the hydrogen fuel consumption decreases, the final SOC of
ESS is easier to maintain at a set value. However, too many cells will reduce the power consumption of
ESS and make the SOC unsustainable. Following this strategy, the optimal solution was obtained from
three aspects of comprehensive evaluation, including final SOC, fuel cell efficiency and cost.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 25 
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Furthermore, the load change and start-stop cycling are the primary factors leading to the
performance degradation of fuel cells [40]. The efficient use of ESS is the key to reduce the impact of
variable load and start-stop cycle on fuel cell life. Zhang [41] et al. proposed a DC bus voltage control
energy management strategy and applied it in a FCH forklift. This strategy, due to the reaction delay of
fuel cells, could prevent voltage overshoot or undershoot during the charging and discharging process
of ESS, thus protecting the system and enhancing efficiency.

2.4. Comparative Analysis

In DHH, the response speed of a pump-controlled speed governing system is slower than that
of a DEH system (e.g., in general, the torque response time of an integrated starter and generator
(ISG) motor is less than 100 ms [42], while the displacement response time of hydraulic pump is
more than 200 ms). Thus, a control valve is required to increase the response speed of the system.
Furthermore, the pressure loss along the hydraulic circuit and the compressibility of hydraulic oil
lead to the long pressure buil-up time of hydraulic systems. As hydraulic components have been
extensively employed, the energy loss of the system and the cost of inspection and maintenance are
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increasing. Moreover, in the process of torque control, DHH system lacks an appropriate means of
torque feedback. As a whole, the discharge is estimated by the hydraulic motor with displacement
feedback ability of a valve core. The calculation accuracy cannot be ensured, bringing difficulties to the
lower control (e.g., PID). Besides, the problems (e.g., space occupancy, vibration and noise) in DHH
systems remain to be solved. For instance, the hydraulic pressure generated in hydraulic pumps (piston
pump or gear pump) in construction machinery is achieved by the variation of local volume, leading
to higher space requirements for hydraulic pumps and making the systemic integration more difficult
to achieve. Furthermore, the alternation and sharp nature of hydraulic fluid fluctuations, caused by
periodic variations of the working volume, will cause vibration and noise in the system, thus affecting
the performance and reliability of DHH system. By replacing the hydraulic system in DHH with
electric power system, DEH can make the structure design more compact and contribute to lightweight
improvement. However, the electrification degree of conventional construction machinery is generally
low, and the design is conservative. On the other hand, the DEH system needs to add additional
X-by-wire system, electrical components, etc., and significantly modify the conventional system.
Variation of DC bus voltage of large-scale inverters will affect itself and motors (e.g., loss of torque,
increase of current, low-frequency harmonic distortion of motor power supply, etc.). Accordingly, the
energy loss of the inverter and the temperature rise of the motor are the problems to be considered in
DEH. Moreover, to ensure the safety and the reliability of batteries, overcurrent and overvoltage should
be avoided. Compared with the above two configurations, there is no emission pollution problem
in FCH. However, as a new concept, the development and application of FCH remain subject to the
following problems: (1) cost control; (2) hydrogen production; (3) safe transportation and storage of
fuel; (4) construction and layout of supporting facilities. Through the development of FCH technology,
more choices and possibilities are created for future HCM.

3. Energy Management Strategy of HCM

The basic requirement of energy strategy design in a HCM system aims to achieve efficient
energy recovery and reuse on the premise of ensuring high reliability of system control and efficient
transmission of different energy flows in the system. Besides, to optimize the control strategy, the
efficiency of ESS in different configurations should also be considered. The SOC was defined as the ratio
of residual capacity of battery/ ultracapacitor to total capacity, a vital parameter used to characterize the
state of battery and ultracapacitor in DEH. In DHH, the SOC of accumulator was defined as the ratio
of instantaneous fluid volume to maximum fluid capacity in accumulator, which could be estimated
according to outlet pressure when the temperature is relatively stable [43].

In this paper, according to the existing research results, HCM energy management strategies
were separated into two types, namely rule-based strategies (RBSs) and optimization-based strategies
(OBSs). The specific classification is shown in Figure 11. Next, the energy management strategies are
introduced based on the related research.
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3.1. Rule-based strategies

The rule-based strategies (RBSs) are to virtually ensure the ICE remains in a more efficient working
state by introducing a motor system that fluctuated with load power, in an attempt to save energy and
reduce emissions. The existing HCM power management strategies are primarily rule-based, which
can easily switch operation modes and deal with the constraints and non-linear problems. The rules
can be designed and formulated according to the prior knowledge, heuristics, the certain model and
even intuition. Thus, RBSs are also termed "heuristic strategies". Without considering the overall
efficiency of the power system, RBSs can optimize the working point in real time and determine the
working period in advance, allowing for the wide application of RBS in developing HCM energy
management system. RBSs could be split into deterministic rule strategies (DRSs) and fuzzy rule
strategies (FRSs).

3.1.1. Deterministic rule strategies

In DRSs, the working state of the main/auxiliary power source is divided base on the working
mode, and the rules are a series of logical expressions corresponding to the state. According to the
research and applications in the HCM field, DRBs can be subdivided again into thermostatic strategies
(TSs), power follower strategies (PFSs) and combinatorial strategies (CSs).

1. Thermostatic Strategies

The principle of TSs is that once the ICE is turned on, the operating point will enter the high
efficiency area quickly and then keep working at the optimum operating point until the SOC of ESS
reaches the set upper limit. These strategies were mostly applicable to PSHEV and SHEV [44]. In some
cases, TSs are also called “on/off strategy” in series HEV [45] and “constant operating point strategy”
in series parallel HEV [46]. TSs make the ICE speed independent of the vehicle speed and output
power. The power peak was adjusted by ESS to meet the instantaneous power demand of power
system. In HCM, safety thresholds of SOC should be defined to prevent against over-charging caused
by the drastic change of the load. The selection of threshold had far-reaching effects on the component
duty cycle and fuel efficiency [45]. According to [47], charging and discharging of ESS are a transient
process, and the main concern of TSs are how to keep SOC above the absolute minimum. As input of a
control system, SOC and power requirement are prone to large fluctuations of ICE speed due to the
drastic change of loads in a short time, affecting work efficiency. To address this problem, Lai [45] et
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al. blurred the values of SOC, power requirement and accelerator location in a series DEH excavator
system to enhance robustness of TSs and ensure the stability of the working point.

2. Power Follower Strategies

In PFSs, the output power of ICE-generator unit should satisfy the load requirement of the
working conditions. From the macroscopic perspective, the following behavior of working points
in PFSs could be defined not only in an efficient interval, but also along a curve or even switching
between discrete points. The operating point of ICE-generator unit was determined by the values of
SOC and load demand power. In DEH and DHH with series topology, there was an energy coupling
relationship between ICE-generator set and motor drive system, i.e., there was no direct mechanical
relationship between ICE speed and operation speed. For this reason, the ICE, according to the power
requirement and the universal characteristic curve, could be controlled by PFSs to operate in different
ways in the fuel economy point, line or zone. Similar strategies, called "Baseline Control Strategies
(BCSs)", were also applied in parallel HCM [48]. In [17], a three-operation-point energy management
strategy based on BCSs was proposed. Beside the major operation point, the strategy set two additional
working points, corresponding to the heavy and the idle load state, respectively. To enhance stability
and efficiency of the system, the switching of working points was based on the upper and lower
thresholds of SOC. However, the points selected according to the constraint of SOC in this multi-point
energy strategy cannot ensure that ICE is in an efficient working area while the work point is switched,
thereby affecting the stability of the system. Besides, the response speed of the system should be
high. Furthermore, PFSs did not consider the efficiency of power assembly components and fuel
consumption/emission minimization policies, thus affecting the performance of the strategy.

3. Combinatorial Strategies

The comparison of TSs and PFSs control logic in Table 3 clearly shows that the ICE started and
stopped more frequently, which was not conducive to good performance or lifetime of the ICE. In PFSs,
the ESS energy flow varied stably, and there was no high proportion release. Compared with PFSs, TSs
avoided the frequent starting and stopping of ICE, making the operating point more stable. However,
the energy flow in ESS fluctuated significantly, and a high proportion of charging and discharging
occurred frequently, affecting the efficiency and life of the ESS. Accordingly, CSs were developed by
combining the above two types of strategies. In CSs, the high efficiency area of engine and battery
was utilized to improve system efficiency while avoiding the adverse effects on the ICE and ESS,
respectively. In [49], CSs was applied in a DEH forklift system. The system was split into two parts: a
potential energy recovery system and a brake recovery system, PFSs for the former and TSs for the
latter. The comparison of the simulation and test results of the conventional hydraulic forklift suggests
that the hybrid power system under the control strategy had a significant energy-saving effect.

Table 3. Control Logic of TSs and PFSs.

TSs PFSs

(1) If SOC(t) < SOCmin, ICE start;
(2) If SOC(t) > SOCmax, ICE stop;
(3)SOCmin < SOC(t) < SOCmax,
ICE remains in its current state;

(4) ICE maintains at its most efficient operating point.

(1) SOC(t) > SOCmax and Po > Pr, ICE stop;
(2) SOC(t) > SOCmax and Po < Pr, ICE start;

(3) SOC(t) < SOCmin, ICE start;
(4) ICE should ensure SOCmin < SOC(t)< SOCmax while
following the power requirement, and during which ICE

maintains at its most efficient operation point.

3.1.2. Fuzzy rule strategies

The DRSs were characterized by simplicity and high coding efficiency. In the case of the stable
ICE state, motor characteristics and operation conditions, the ideal control effect could be obtained.
Besides, the result of DRSs remains unsatisfactory due to the following two shortcomings: (1) DRSs
were based on engineering intuition. The non-linear characteristics of HCM dynamic system were
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difficult to describe, leading to the inadequate exploitation of the energy-saving potential of the hybrid
system. (2) The determination of the working threshold values of ICE and ESS was based on numerous
experiments, and meantime the threshold fixed control method exhibited poor adaptability to the
change of working conditions or parameter drift [45]. In view of the multi-mode, non-linearity and
strong time-varying characteristics of HCM hybrid power system, the second shortcoming was the
major factor affecting the application of DRSs in HCM.

Fuzzy rule strategies (FRSs) can be considered as an extension of DRSs. In fact, FRSs defined the
static relationship of nonlinear between inputs and outputs. The control objectives of FRSs and DRSs
were almost the same, while the major difference was in the expressions of various thresholds. In FRSs,
a fuzzy control rule was established based on Mamdani rule based on the engineering experience
and experimental characteristics of key power components. FRSs exhibited high robustness and
adaptability to the nonlinearity and load variation in HCM system. The application of FRSs in HCM
is shown in Figure 12. In [50], the movement speed of the manipulator was controlled by adjusting
the electromagnetic torque of the generator with a fuzzy-PID control strategy, thereby enhancing the
efficiency of energy recovery in a DHH excavator. The simulation results suggest that the efficiency of
energy recovery was enhanced by about 10% compared with that using only PID control. In FRSs, the
precise mathematical model of the controlled object was not required. However, the design of fuzzy
rules and membership functions required a lot of experience and constant debugging.
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In addition, to enhance efficiency and performance of RBSs, the controller should be adjusted
according to the load cycle. This suggests that it is not feasible to adopt a specific rule-based energy
management strategy directly under all types of operating conditions with different operating cycles.
RBSs could easily achieve on-line and real-time energy management. However, it was difficult for RBSs
to achieve optimal results when addressing common multi-control objective problems [51]. Besides,
the input parameters were blurred in FRSs, making it easier to compromise ICE efficiency, motor and
ESS, and to coordinate the dynamic, economic and emission performance of HCM.

3.2. Optimization Based Strategies

Considering the system components instead of the system itself, there was uncertainty and
blindness in the improvement process of RBSs. This helped the development and application of
optimization based strategies (OBSs) in HCM. OBSs optimized the control objectives by defining cost
functions and imposing constraints. In this process, not only fuel consumption could be selected
for single objective control, but also emission, SOC and fuel consumption could be selected for
multi-objective optimization control.

3.2.1. Global Optimization strategies

Global optimization strategies (GOSs) aim to dynamically distribute the power output of the
ICE and motor in accordance with the optimal control theory under the given operation cycle, in an
attempt to optimize the fuel economy and other indicators. Most hybrid power systems use dynamic
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programming (DP), in accordance with Bellman dynamic programming theory, to yield a global
optimal solution [52]. In fact, DP is a type of non-linear programming. Its principle can be summarized
as a type of recursive relationship, different from that of the rule-based control strategy. The process of
formulating optimal control strategy by DP depends on dynamic model.

Though HCMs exhibit obvious periodic characteristics compared with HEVs during operation,
their working conditions are more complex, and the working period is highly non-linear, thereby
increasing the difficulty of state selection, decision-making and determination of the state transition
law. In [53], a genetic algorithm (GA) was used to avoid describing the model of the system when
selecting the energy storage type of parallel hybrid excavator and determining the optimal speed
of ICE.

As a "greedy" traversal algorithm, DP was sensitive to the number of variables: the computation
of model solution will increase exponentially with the rise in the number of state variables or control
variables, called “Dimensionality curse”, which makes DP optimization more difficult to achieve.
Intelligent algorithms, e.g., particle swarm optimization (PSO), provide people with more choices.
In [16], an optimal control method for parallel DEH excavators based on PSO was proposed, which
was used to deal with considerable non-linear optimal problems under inequality constraints in the
energy management system of parallel hybrid excavators, and the optimal structure was used as a
performance benchmark to assess the rule-based optimal control strategy.

GOSs can be used not only as a reference and evaluation benchmark for other management
strategies, but also as a basis for formulating RBS rules. In [54], an optimal control strategy of an
auxiliary motor was proposed based on the application of dynamic programming algorithm in off-line
simulation research. Subsequently, the rule-based control strategy was summarized according to the
off-line optimal solution. The results show that the working point of the engine was concentrated in
the high efficiency area, and near the optimal fuel consumption line of the ICE, and the fuel economy
was improved by 2–3% compared with the conventional constant temperature control strategy.

In the process of predicting the required torques of a HEV, it was necessary to extract the torque
signals of the previous period and conduct statistical analysis. The amount of calculation and the
number of characteristic parameters are quite large. Based on the working cycle characteristics of
HCM, the torques could be truncated into several sub-samples according to the periodic conditions. By
analyzing these sub-samples, the load changes and working characteristics were extracted to predict
the multi-virtual torques. On that basis, a stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) control strategy was
formulated in [55]. It can extract the working cycle characteristics of excavators through empirical
mode decomposition (EMD), truncate the required torque signal samples into several sub-samples,
and calculate the required torque to obtain the predicted torque and then use it as input, thereby
simplifying the computation and achieving the real-time energy of the system.

3.2.2. Real-time optimization strategies

Real-time optimization strategies (RTOSs), as a type of instantaneous power processing strategy,
minimize the cost function based on the assumption of energy future consumption equivalence. As a
whole, the mathematical formulas of these methods should be meet real-time computing requirements
and be applicable to memory resources.

1. Equivalent consumption minimization strategy

The equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) aimed to find the minimum cost
function value of the sum of fuel consumption and equivalent fuel consumption related to SOC change
of each power source at each instant. ECMS was robust and suitable for the complex structure (e.g.,
HCM). In [56], the energy management problem of DEH forklift truck was formulated as a consumption
minimization problem, which is expressed as:

minJ = JI(t) + s(t)Jeq(t) (1)
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Subject to:
0 ≤ JI(t) ≤ JI,max(t) (2)

Jmin
eq ≤ Jeq(t) ≤ Jmax

eq (3)

SOCmin
≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax

∀t (4)

where J is the total instantaneous equivalent fuel consumption of the system, JI(t) is the ICE fuel
consumption at time t, Jeq(t) is the equivalent fuel consumption of ESS at time t, s(t) is equivalent factor,
JI,max(t) is the ICE fuel consumption corresponding to maximum power at time t. Jmin

eq and Jmax
eq are

lower and upper bounds of J, respectively. The composition of instantaneous fuel consumption in
Equation (1) includes real fuel consumption of ICE and the equivalent fuel consumption of charge and
discharge of ESS. The real fuel consumption of the ICE can be found in the ICE external characteristic
curve, and the latter can be obtained by introducing equivalent factor s(t), which is expressed as:

s(t) = s0 + s1(SoC(t) − SoCre f ) (5)

where s0 and s1 denote the control parameters depending on the operating cycle. The fuel saving
results show that the difference between the local optimal solution of ECMS and the global optimal
solution was less than 5% [56]. However, this result can be achieved only with a reasonable tuning
of s(t) according to the load cycle. The following error of equivalent factor s(t) under severe load
fluctuations of HCM might cause SOC to exceed the limit, making the power of ESS unable to reach
the required value and ultimately causing optimization failure. Thus, it was necessary to further
develop adaptive ECMS to achieve efficient refreshing of control parameters and reasonable switching
of charging and discharging state of ESS.

2. Reinforcement learning

In fact, reinforcement learning (RL) is actually an optimal control algorithm derived from Bellman
optimal principle, belonging to a branch of DP. As a type of sub-optimal strategy, RL was easier to
control than DP. RL controllers should compute all possible combinations of load and SOC state,
resulting in considerable iterations, which makes the computational efficiency unable to meet the
real-time control requirements. In [57], an energy management controller for hybrid excavator was
developed based on RL. To achieve on-line control of the controller, the following measures were taken
to achieve on-line control of the controller:

(1) Considering the randomness of the state and the Markov characteristics in the load cycle of
the hybrid excavator, the energy management of the hybrid excavator was considered as a Markov
decision-making process. The goal of RL was to obtain the optimum of the following functions:

D = lim
N→∞

E

 N∑
k=1

γk−1r(xk,π(xk), xk+1)

 (6)

where D was the discounted reward and the discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), strategy function π(xk) was a
mapping function from state set to action set.

(2) The probability of all state transitions was stored in the transition probability matrix (TPM), and
the Markov process was simplified using the similarity of TPM under the same operation of excavator.

(3) Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) was adopted to reduce the iteration time of RL.
The experiment and simulation results in [57] showed that the RL energy management controller

was feasible in the application of hybrid excavator, and its performance was superior to the controllers
of thermostat and ECMS.
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3. Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC), a model-based control method, uses system models to solve
open-loop optimal control problems in a finite time range. One of its core roles was to predict the
future operation state, which was characterized by model-based predictive rolling optimization and
feedback correction. In [58], the demand power was employed as the predictive parameter of MPC
controller and the energy control of FCH loader was optimized by combining DP. In this process, two
types of power predictors (Markov chain and neural network) were established, respectively. The
simulation results showed that the Elam neural network power prediction period was capable of not
only identifying the working mode of loader, but also reducing the error of power demand prediction.
The overall performance was closer to optimal. The application performance of this strategy in HCM
needs further studies.

4. Discussion and Analysis

4.1. Theoretical Level

(1) In the formulation of a HCM energy management strategy, fuel consumption was more
considered as the objective function, while the optimization of emissions was neglected. During
the same period of normal operation, the exhaust emission of a 20 t excavator was equivalent to
that of 30 small cars [7]. The publication and implementation of emission regulations in Europe,
United States and China have imposed higher requirements for the emission control of construction
machinery. However, as the main pollutants emitted by HCM, the optimal working areas of NOx
and HC were not consistent with each other, even presenting a conflicting state. Therefore, it was
necessary to formulate energy management strategies with better fuel economy and emissions through
multi-objective optimization.

(2) DHH still has advantages in the field of HCM before the breakthrough in the preparation
of batteries and ultracapacitors. Due to the low energy density of accumulator, the combination of
multi-accumulator or battery-accumulator be applied in engineering [59], and the flow control valves
were added to increase the response speed of the pump control system. However, there was a part of
the flow (discharged into the tank) that does not work in the valve control system, which cause obvious
energy loss. The design and analysis of DHH system primarily focus on economy and response speed.
However, the problem of accuracy has not been solved, which leads to the actual performance of
energy management strategy cannot achieve the desired result.

(3) Most of the previous studies demonstrated and evaluated the proposed HCM energy
management strategy through backward simulation. They assumed that the system satisfies cycle
conditions in the simulation process and converts the speed of the cycle conditions into the required
torque and speed, and the direction of energy transfer is opposite to the actual direction. Due to the
lack of standardized work cycle criteria in simulation, researchers have to make some blind choices [60].
In addition, the accuracy of the backward simulation results was not high, limiting the reference
implication of the simulation results for the evaluation of energy management strategies. Unlike the
backward simulation, the driver model was introduced into the forward simulation, and the output of
the system was adjusted according to the deviation between the system demand and the feedback.
The control signal flow and the energy flow in forward simulation were consistent with those of the
actual situation. Compared with backward simulation, forward simulation could not only simulate
the running state and logical structure of the system more truly, but also achieve hardware-in-the-loop
simulation, which was conducive to the later research of HCM energy management strategy and
engineering application. At present, there has been rare research and achievements on the driver
model of construction machinery.

(4) The delay between the speed feedback signal and the output signal of power management in
HCM was the key problem affecting the performance of instantaneous energy management strategy.
The off-line optimality of ECMS was close to that of GOPSs, but the former was sensitive to control
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parameters, especially the equivalent factor. It was an effective way to improve the performance of
ECMS to design an equivalent factor with on-line update function based on pattern recognition. The
application of intelligent algorithm in HCM pattern recognition has great research potential.

(5) Unlike RBS and ECMS, MPC-based power management strategy could theoretically obtain the
optimal solution. However, the original MPC had a considerable amount of computation and required
to simplify the model, which would sacrifice the optimality of the output. In addition, the control
performance of MPC was largely affected by the accuracy of load cycle prediction. When the error
was large, the robustness of MPC cannot be ensured. Considering the periodic characteristics of HCM
in the application process was beneficial to the simplification of MPC model and the improvement
of accuracy.

4.2. Manufacturer and Market Level

Though HCMs have been developed for less than 20 years, the update and improvement of
related products has been relatively rapid, especially in recent years. HCM products and prototypes
produced by major manufacturers (e.g., Komatsu, Hitachi and Caterpillar) have been sorted out. Next,
the development and trend of HCM and its energy management strategies will be analyzed from a
macroscopic perspective according to Table 4.

(1) The application of hybrid technology in the field of construction machinery has a remarkable
energy-saving effect. The fuel consumption hybrid technology was reduced by 10%–50% using hybrid
technology, compared with that using the conventional ICE power system of the same specification.
Taking Hitachi ZH200-5A’s customer feedback in China as an example, the average fuel consumption
in economy mode was only 9 liters per hour, saving 30% of the fuel consumption per hour compared
with that of ZX200-3 hydraulic excavator, and about 15% of the fuel consumption per hour under
multi-mode switching.

(2) At present, HCM prototypes and products are mostly small and medium-sized, while there
are less large and super-sized (over 100 t) HCM products. In 2017, Komatsu launched the L-1150
wheel loader with a tonnage of 140 tons. Its upstream energy flow is connected by ICE and switched
reluctance (SR) motors in series. Deep energy recovery, storage and utilization are achieved by a kinetic
energy storage system (KESS) that consists of batteries and ultracapacitors. The energy management
strategy in the L-1150 is similar to PFSs. The difference is that when the driver releases the throttle, the
ICE will not stop immediately but continue to work under inertia. At this time, the SR system acts as a
generator to generate electricity under the inertia torque of ICE and stores it in KESS for the start phase.

(3) Most products adopt DEH systems. Though the components in the system can be fully
decoupled, the degree of freedom of the system increases significantly, making the coordinated
management and control of the system more complex. Thus, besides determining the feasible region
boundary of system state variables, the operational characteristics of various HCM responses should
be considered to simplify the energy management system and structure. For instance, the Deere
644k formulates a set of energy management strategies given the working cycle characteristics of the
loader, i.e., during the V-cycle loading operation of the loader, the driver usually lifts the boom while
decelerating, and it will switch to reverse gear. The braking energy in the convention loader dissipates
as heat, while the 644K generates electricity through the reverse drive motor, supplying energy for the
hydraulic power of the auxiliary ICE in the working device. The strategy characteristic of the Deere
644k is that the ESS will be cancelled while the energy is reused. In the case of high power generation,
excess power will be consumed by brake resistors to prevent ICE against overspeeding and to reduce
wear due to mechanical braking.

(4) At present, the degree of hybridization (the ratio of ICE power to total power of power
source) of HCMs remains low. The term “parallel mild hybrid technology" is still being used in
some products or prototypes. The scheme of parallel connection between conventional transmission
system and auxiliary power system (energy recovery and reuse) has a limited effect on improving
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the working condition of ICE, which is not conducive to fully tapping the energy-saving potential of
energy management strategy. To improve the degree of hybrid, two aspects should be prioritized:

>Increasing the energy output performance (specific energy and specific density) of ESS;
>Increasing energy recovery rate.

With the continuous development of ultracapacitor and battery technology, and following the
trend of electrification, the performance advantages of DEH will be more prominent. At present, the
energy recovered by ESS primarily originates from braking energy. After eliminating the energy loss of
the system, a considerable amount of energy are still dissipated in the form of heat in the working
device. For heavy duty lifting machinery (HDLM) (e.g., excavators, forklifts and loaders), energy
savings of 10–30% can be achieved through effective recovery of potential energy during the falling
process of the working device [3]. The main problem faced by the application and popularization of
potential energy recovery technology for HDLM is that the back pressure of hydraulic cylinder, valve
resistance and potential energy recovery device in the system will decrease the falling speed of the
working device, reducing the working performance and efficiency.

(5) From a market perspective, HCM is in its infancy, and the market performance of related
products needs further observation. On the premise of ensuring performance, quality and reliability,
minimizing the manufacturing costs of structures, systems and components are the key to achieve
mass production and ensure market competitiveness. With the continuous development of design
concepts, the proposals and improvements of related energy management strategies should consider
the market demand and the prospects and values of future engineering applications. The applicability
of the specific strategy is determined by the type of hybrid power system, the degree of hybrid, the
size of each component and the driving cycle. With the development of electrification and intelligent
condition identification technology, the HCM with high degree of hybrid and distributed driving will
create a broader platform for the research and application of energy management strategies.
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Table 4. Characteristics of various HCM products and prototypes.

Manufacturer Product Mode Year Type Cf ER CR OW IP ESS Remark Ref.

KOMATSU

PC200-8 hybrid 2004

Exc DEH

20% 20 t 104 kw Capacitor First Hybrid Excavator.
Parallel system [61]

HB205-1 2011 40% 22% 20 t 110 kw UC 6 working modes [62]

HB215LC
-1 hybrid 2011 20% 25% 21 t 110 kw UC Improved version of PC200-8 H [63]

L-1150 2017 - 40% 140 t 899 kw UC/BAT Switch reluctance hybrid drive with
KESS [64]

HITACHI

ZH200
HYBRID 2011

Exc
DEH

15% 15% 20 t 113 kw UC - [65]

ZH210LC-5 2014 - 31% 21 t 122 kw UC - [66]

ZW220HYB 2014 Lod 26% 26% 18 t - UC Series system; CVT [67]

KOBELCO

SK70H 2006

Exc DEH

- 40% - -

UC/BAT

Series system; Prototype -

SK80H 2010 - 40% 8 t 27 kw NI-MH battery [68]

SK200H-9 2012 - 17% 20 t Capacitor [69]
SK210H 2016 - 12% 22 t 124 kw Lithium battery

SUMITOMO SH200HB-6 2013 Exc DEH - 15% 20 t 119 kw UC
Swing: electic driven;

Excavation and travel: Hydraulic
driven.

[70]

MITSUBISHI GRENDIA
EX HYBRID 2009 Fkl DEH 33% 6 t - BAT Lithium battery; Prototype -

TOYOTA 88-7 FD 2015 Fkl DEH 45% 50% 5 t - BAT Prototype -

DOOSAN DH215-HYBRID 2012 Exc DEH 30% 25% 21 t 110 kw UC - [71]

JOHN DEERE Deere 644K 2012
Lod DEH

- 25% 18 t 170 kw N/A No ESS strategy [72]

Deere 944K 2013 - 30% 54 t 400 kw BAT - [73]

CAT
D7E 2009 Bdz DEH - 25% 27 t 175 kw N/A Series system [74]

CAT336E H 2013
Exc DHH

- 25% 35 t 220 kw ACC - [75]

CAT336D2-XE 2014 - 25% 35 t 208 kw ACC Optimized ICE and emission system. [76]
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Table 4. Cont.

Manufacturer Product Mode Year Type Cf ER CR OW IP ESS Remark Ref.

CASE CX210B
Hybrid 2009 Exc DEH - 20% 202 kw UC Prototype -

STILL RX70 Hybrid 2010 Fkl DEH - 20% 6 t 30 kw UC - [77]

VOLVO
L220F HYBRID 2008

Lod DEH
- 10% 22 t 261 kw BAT Parallel system; Prototype -

LX1 2016 35% 35% 8 t - Series system; Distribute driving;
Prototype -

LIUGONG
CLG862-HYBRID 2010

Lod DEH
- 10.5% 6 t UC Brake energy recovery rate: 75% [78]

CLG922
HYBRID 2010 - 20% 20 t 112 kw UC Prototype -

SUNWARD SWE385ES 2016 Exc DHH - 18% 38 t 227 kw ACC Potential energy recovery system [79]
2 Note. Cf = configuration; ER = emission reduction; CR = consumption reduction; OW = operating weight; IP = ICE power; Ref. = reference;Exc = excavator; Lod = loader; Fkl = forklift;
Bdz = bulldoze
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the application, development and application prospect of hybrid power energy
management strategies in the field of construction machinery are given. Based on the system
characteristics, the configurations of HCMs are classified, and the characteristics of each configuration
are analyzed. According to the relevant literature and research results, the energy management
strategies of HCM are classified and compared, and the strengths and weaknesses of each of these
strategies are explained. The performance of energy management strategies (e.g., optimality, feasibility,
adaptability, effectiveness and robustness) is not absolute. It needs to be judged and selected according
to the specific characteristics (i.e., lower system, operation habits, load and environment). Finally,
the status of HCM’s energy management strategies are discussed and compared from both aspects
of theoretical and market, and the development trend and challenge are proposed. The original
work of this paper can not only be referenced to help the research and application of HCM’s energy
management strategy, but also highlight the main existing problems. This will contribute to the
improvement and development of HCM’s energy management strategies in the future.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
HCM hybrid construction machinery
ICE internal-combustion engine
HEV hybrid electric vehicle
DHH diesel-hydraulic hybrid
DEH diesel-electric hybrid
FCH fuel cell hybrid
ESS energy storage system
EG electric generator
EM electric motor
M/G motor/generator
FC fuel cell
HP hydraulic pump
HM hydraulic motor
INV inverter
CON converter
UC ultracapacitor
ACC accumulator
BAT battery
HYDS hydraulic system
TCS torque coupling structure
FCS flow coupling structure
HP high-pressure
LP low-pressure
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MP medium pressure
SOC state of charge
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
ISG integrated starter and generator
RBSs rule-based strategies
OBSs optimization-based strategies
DRSs deterministic rule strategies
FRSs fuzzy rule strategies
TSs thermostatic strategies
PFSs power follower strategies
BCSs baseline control strategies
CSs combinatorial strategies
OBSs optimization based strategies
GOSs global optimization strategies
DP dynamic programming
GA genetic algorithm
PSO particle swarm optimization
SDP stochastic dynamic programming
EMD empirical mode decomposition
RTOSs real-time optimization strategies
ECMS equivalent consumption minimization strategy
MPC model predictive control
RL reinforcement learning
TPM transition probability matrix
PMP pontryagin’s minimum principle
HDLM heavy duty lifting machinery
CF configuration
ER emission reduction
CR consumption reduction
OW operating weight
IP ICE power
Variables and parameters
SOC(t) SOC value of ESS at time t
SOCmin/SOCmax lower and upper bounds of SOC
Po Power provided by ESS
Pr required power

J
total instantaneous equivalent fuel consumption of
the system

JI(t) ICE fuel consumption at time t
Jeq(t) equivalent fuel consumption of ESS at time t
s(t) equivalent factor

JI,max(t)
ICE fuel consumption corresponding to maximum
power at time t

Jmin
eq /Jmax

eq lower and upper bounds of J
D discounted reward
γ discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1)
π(xk) strategy function
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